Escape 08

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Super guy. Down to earth
and very helpful. You certainly felt like you knew what you were getting with no surprises.
Would highly recommend. They called me and when I said hello they hung up and never called
back that is rude and I don't need to be let down by car dealership any more they can keep their
cars I will find my own thanks for nothing. He was very professional good guy answered all my
questions so I will get ahold of you after the virus is gone thank you. The experience was very
educational. The salesman, Art, was a great guy. The vehicle had 6, miles more than was
advertised. It had been advertised for a longtime. The lesson of the day: "Ask about the current
mileage before driving hundreds of miles to purchase a vehicle". My vehicle is just as awesome
with the additional miles. It's just a big shock to discover such a discrepancy. Drew is doing a
great job!!! The XT6 that I inquired about, he gave a great explanation of. I am still trying to
decide what to get. I drove 6 hours to buy a CT6. Once I arrived, the staff meet me with open
arms, and made me feel like they appreciated my business. Sales staff and the employees were
quick to attend and answer my questions. Management was very honest and clear about
financing. Wonderful people, extremely helpful made sure the car was in perfect working order!!
Polite and helpful, truck was pending sale when I inquired about it. Salesman did not hassle me
about another vehicle, good experience. Fieldhouse responded promptly, and answered all my
questions. Their e-mails were informative and pleasant. They had the best on-line price that I've
seen. Was told vehicle sold however they still are advertising it for sale. They have constantly
been contacting to buy another vehicle however the only one I was interested in was the one
they were and still are advertising. They were very prompt in contacting me and was able to
come in to test drive a few vehicles. However, they kept putting me in vehicles above the total
purchase price I could afford, focusing only on the monthly payment amount I mentioned. When
my son and mentioned on one vehicle that it may be overpriced as we had found a newer year
with more features, etc and cheaper elsewhere, the salesperson became somewhat hostile. I will
not go to this dealership again. Very pressuring. Got sold a truck that had no chance of ever
being able to run, had a frame that was rotted beyond repair of any capability. Took a loss on
the truck and had to scrap it. I did not visit the lot. They responded immediately to my attempt to
reach them, which I highly regard. The person I spoke with was courteous. The downfall was
that they could not provide any info on the vehicles for which I inquired. I was told they
wholesale vehicles, so they are sold "as is". I was going to travel mins to see and potentially
purchase one of three vehicles on the lot, but this was not so comforting to me as a potential
buyer. Still, they were courteous on the call. Nice salesperson. Got to look at and sit inside of
the truck. Couldn't test drive it tho. Still thinking about it. The old Escape may have looked
ready to tackle the wilderness when it arrived in , but the blue oval has clearly decided to double
down with its refresh. The squared-off shoulders, rear, and face give the Escape a more
truck-like design, making it feel more like the miniature version of a Ford Explorer or Expedition.
Inside, the center stack has lost its rounded edges in favor of a slab of rectangular plastic, inset
with the necessary buttons and dials to handle your temperature requirements and auditory
needs. Add in optional leather seats, and the Escape feels well-appointed, if not entirely special.
Although the Escape has a new face and wears new clothes, its heart remains the same as it
ever was. The base 2. If you want a manual transmission, settle for the most basic XLS FWD,
which receives a 5-speed stick shift, and the 4-speed auto as an option. Despite managing to
look and feel more like a true SUV than the Japanese leaders, the Escape offers a scant
However, when fitted with the V6 engine, the Escape manages to tow with the best of its class,
at 3, pounds. The Escape may also be the better choice for city dwellers forced into small
parallel parking spots, considering its total length comes in more than 3 inches less than the
CR-V and more than 6 inches less than the RAV4. Further, the capacity of the center console
storage is impressive - it can hold a laptop computer. It features three levels of storage with two
removable bins, which further expand storage capacity. Ford has made an across-the-line brand
change with the switch to Ice Blue interior lighting. A new information display features exterior
temperature, radio functions, and climate-control readouts on the top section of the dashboard.
You can also upgrade to a watt stereo with a DVD-based navigation system. Somewhat
inexplicably, Ford chose to replace the rear disc brakes on the last generation Escape with rear
drums on the model. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi

50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford Escape listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is
the summary of top rankings. The Ford Escape has been the best vehicle that I have ever
owned. Its a smaller car but has alit to offer. Super easy. Something i would like to drive and yes
its a good value fits my budget. Ford Escape Limited â€” overall nice car great for my son 18 yrs
very safe car air bags all around My son totaled it in a snow storm Rolled it and he and the other
friend in the other front seat did not have a scratch on them I was a great car. Once for a
manufacturer's recall on the radiator and another for a worn pulley. With regular maintenance,
this SUV has served me well as a daily driver, emergency response vehicle, and equipment
hauler for just about everything. It's great in the snow and ice, and drives smoothly for long
days on the road. I would highly recommend the V6 as it doesn't leave you wanting for more on
the highway and pulls your average trailer with ease. Pros: Low-maintenance, dependable truck
that has been great for commutes, trips, inclement weather, and emergency response. Cons:
Seat stains has been a pain. Lots of cleaning required to keep the interior looking fresh.
Awesome Overall Vehicle! The vehicle gets great gas mileage. Some of the components in the
vehicle such as the seats could use some redesigning in the version as they get dirty easily.
Overall a great vehicle! Pros: Excellent car! Gas mileage, price, maintenance costs are low. The
extra features like chrome rims,awd, and sunroof are a must to be different. I even tinted the
windows and have had many compliments. Pros: I preferer the boxy look and glad it doesnt
look like a compact crossover. My First Suv. Ford should have gone with a 5 speed on this one
whcih would have helped out a lot with fuel economy. Otherwise I love the truck and how it
handles. Pros: Comfort and drivability. Fairly agile on the highway and quick, short turning
radius. Cons: Gas mileage is not the greatest and I would have preferred a 5 speed automatic in
it. I Love My Escape! It looks great, is very comfortable to ride in and handles well. My fuel
economy is as good or slightly better than that of the '04 Honda CRV - which was a 4 cyl. The
only repair that has been done was to have the rear struts modified by a mechanic to fix a
design flaw which caused undesirable wear on the rear tires. Seems that Ford could have
rectified this by now, but apparently, the struts are positioned to help with the 'roll over' issue
Unless things change drastically, my next vehicle may very well be another Escape. Oh, and the
repair costs are lower than for the Honda Pros: Stylish looks, comfortable, good fuel economy
for the type vehicle, nice sound system, reliable. I love my new Ford Escape. It drives smoothly
and the engine has zip. It is fully loaded and for a decent price. Better engin Read More.
Wireless charging compatibility very limited. For iPhone, no support beyond iphone8. The
Titanium has all the features that we were looking for in an SUV. Comfortable ride and nice
seats, roomy interior easy to park. We are very happy with ours. The features are good on this
model and good to have! The 1 I looked at was trashed inside. It had check engine light on at
65k miles Read More. Great car. Love everything. And the car gurus website absolutely
amazing!! I really like my car. Ive the options it has. The only thing I dont really care for a the
leather seats. But they have warmers. This car is a very good. I do like it. I never found my car
yet. Have you driven a Ford Escape? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users
commented on categories. Clear selections. Shannon writes:. Is this helpful? Yes No. Susan
writes:. Sal writes:. Laurie writes:. Is this review helpful? Jporterfield writes:. Back Seats:. Cons:
load road noise. Valleyjumper writes:. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros:
Low-maintenance, dependable truck that has been great for commutes, trips, inclement
weather, and emergency response. Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Excellent car! Cons:
None really. Jesskewl writes:. Cons: Everyone and their grandma drives one. Rey writes:.
Primary Use: Commuting to work Pros: Comfort and drivability. Tompkins writes:. Primary Use:
Family transportation Pros: Stylish looks, comfortable, good fuel economy for the type vehicle,
nice sound system, reliable. Cons: none really. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 5 Ford
Escape reviews. Read all 13 Ford Escape reviews. Read all 20 Ford Escape reviews. Read all 9
Ford Escape reviews. Cars compared to Ford Escape. Related Models For Sale. Other Years.
Used Cars for Sale. Compare Ford Escape to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a
Used Escape in your area? Pros: I preferer the boxy look and glad it doesnt look like a compact
crossover Cons: Everyone and their grandma drives one. Primary Use: Family transportation
Pros: Stylish looks, comfortable, good fuel economy for the type vehicle, nice sound system,
reliable Cons: none really 11 of 12 people found this review helpful. You can sign up for free
right here. More Videos These are the key moments from the US Capitol riot. Cuomo attacks
media amid nursing home scandal. Stelter: Power plants failed. Fox News blamed windmills.
Rush Limbaugh dead at 70 after battle with cancer. Brooke Baldwin announces she's leaving
CNN. Keilar calls out Fox News for misrepresenting Trump parade. White House deputy press
secretary TJ Ducklo resigns. Here's just how extreme Dobbs' rhetoric became before

cancellation. Hear Giuliani's response to disclaimer running before his radio show. Smartmatic
sues Fox News, Trump allies over 'disinformation campaign'. Right and wrong ways to cover
Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene. Stelter: Reducing a liar's reach is not the same as censorship.
Fired Fox News political editor hits back at 'hype men'. Moriarty was referring to the fact that
Comcast's cable brand, Xfinity, provides a platform to right-wing cable networks that have for
weeks been disseminating disinformation about the November election results to audiences of
millions. Moriarty has a point. We regularly discuss what the Big Tech companies have done to
poison the public conversation by providing large platforms to bad-faith actors who lie, mislead,
and promote conspiracy theories. Somehow, these companies have escaped scrutiny and
entirely dodged this conversation. That should not be the case anymore. After Wednesday's
incident of domestic terrorism on Capitol Hill, it is time TV carriers face questions for lending
their platforms to dishonest companies that profit off of disinformation and conspiracy theories.
After all, it was the very lies that Fox, Newsmax, and OAN spread that helped prime President
Trump's supporters into not believing the truth: that he lost an honest and fair election. Read
More. Yes, Sean Hannity and Tucker Carlson and Mark Levin and others are responsible for the
lies they peddle to their audiences. But the TV companies that beam them into millions of
homes around the country also bear some responsibility. And yet we rarely, if ever, talk about
them. Are there any rules? Tech companies have community guidelines governing the content
posted on their platforms. Do cable carriers? If so, what are they? Surely, these companies â€”
many of which boast about their social and civic responsibilities â€” have limits to the content
they disseminate. It's hard, for instance, to imagine they'd carry a fringe and conspiratorial
network like InfoWars. And why do they all carry Fox â€” which is, frankly, at times just as
irresponsible and dangerous with its platform as its smaller competitor networks? Dodging
questions. I asked all of these companies for comment on Thursday. I asked them if they have
any guidelines governing the content that they carry on their platforms. I asked them if they
have any regret over carrying right-wing channels that were in many ways partly responsible for
what took place in our nation's capital this week. Only CenturyLink provided a comment, saying
it was committed to providing "a variety of broadcast channels covering thousands of topics"
and that as a company it does not "endorse specific media or outlets. They chose to simply
ignore the questions. At least Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and others have acknowledged they
have some responsibility for the content they host and they have very clearly posted
community guidelines on their websites for all to see. Why do we expect any less of TV
companies? Premiere silent after Limbaugh seemingly endorses violence. It's not a TV carrier,
but its one of the biggest distributors of right-wing talk radio in the country â€” and yet you
rarely hear about Premiere Networks. That's despite hosts like Rush Limbaugh regularly
misusing the platform to spread outright falsehoods or make grossly irresponsible comments.
Limbaugh did just that on Thursday when he appeared to endorse political violence one day
after the Capitol Hill riot. So I asked a spokesperson for Premiere Networks, the company that
distributes Limbaugh's show, if the company had any comment. Is it OK with its top host
appearing to endorse political violence, especially in the wake of at least five dying in our
nation's capital as a result of it? The spokesperson did not reply Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Let our sales staff
answer all of the questions you have! We are here to help you! Go to : autolandva. At Starling
Chevrolet Cadillac, you always get more for less! Visit our website This sharp looking vehicle
has Silver Metallic paint with Charcoal leather interior. Make short drive to Ripley MS and save
big on your next vehicle purchase! These vehicles have not been checked out or serviced at our
facility. They are in the same condition just as they were traded in or sold to us. Most of our
As-Is Cash Only vehicles are in good overall condition but because of age and mileage may
have some mechanical or cosmetic issues such as warning lights, body damage, drivetrain
issues, etc. Don't miss out, our As-Is Cash Only vehicles sell quickly! A free Carfax History
Report is provided on every vehicle we stock. We will pay top dollar for your trade. Bring your
vehicle to our dealership, get the most money for your trade in, and trade up to the vehicle of
your dreams! We stand behind this vehicle with a 30 Day Mile Powertrain Warranty! McDonald
Mazda South value vehicles may have some known or unknown mechanical or cosmetic flaws,
but have passed a safety inspection. Please contact a sales specialist today. We are excited to
offer this Ford Escape. This Ford Escape offers all the comforts of a well-optioned sedan with
the utility you demand from an SUV. You can tell this Ford Escape has been pampered by the
fact that it has less than ,mi and appears with a showroom shine. More information about the
Ford Escape: The Ford Escape is one of the more affordable and economical small SUVs, and
its carlike ride and handling along with good maneuverability make it a good choice for urban
dwellers. At the same time, the Hybrid model is one of the lowest-priced hybrids and offers an
especially practical way to go green. Across the line, Ford has boosted the appeal of the Escape

for with a new look and significantly upgraded interior. Ford also boasts that the Escape Hybrid
is the most fuel-efficient sport utility vehicle in the world, with a city fuel-economy rating of 34
mpg. This model sets itself apart with fuel efficiency four-cylinder and Hybrid , New styling, ride
and handling, and eco-friendly seating material. Our No Hassle Internet Pricing mission is to
present value to all of our customers. No Hassle Internet Pricing is achieved by polling over
vehicle listings hourly. This ensures our customers receive real-time No Hassle Pricing on every
pre-owned vehicle we sell. W e do not artificially inflate our prices in hopes of winning a
negotiating contest with our customers! Our pricing is based on actual transactions. After doing
business from New Hampshire to California we find this approach is by far the best for our
customers. Free carfax report at Come in or call today about this Ford Escape Limited!
Pre-auction vehicles are last chance vehicles we offer our customers at wholesale prices. They
are not inspected by our service department nor do they come with a warranty. We encourage
you to take them to a mechanic and get them checked out before you decide to purchase. We
try and make the car buying process as easy and transparent as possible by offering
unbeatable wholesale prices to both Auto Dealers and the Public alike. We understand that we
do business a little differently than the traditional car dealer of the past and we hope
streamlining the process and cutting out the sales gimmicks and middleman will not only let
you buy a quality vehicle at a fraction of the price offered by most Auto Dealers but hopefully
also leave you with a great feeling of an easy, quick, fun experience. That will bring you back for
years to come. Be sure to visit our virtual showroom for available inventory at iAutoOhio. Visit -online. Check out this Ford Escape Limited. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 6. Cylinders 4 cylinders 7, 3 cylinders 1, 6
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Close Auto Land Inc. Price Drop. New Listing.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 12, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Good and bad with the Escapeâ€¦. I
bought my Escape 8 years ago. Only 85, miles on it at this point. Ford engineer stumped. Put
duct tape around the too-small latch pin and it rattles no more. Automatic part of dome light
quit. Replaced once, then quit again. Left it that way. Waterpump needed replaced at 75, miles.
Control arm starting to come loose at 75, miles. Replaced battery and tires once. Now I have a
small oil leak starting at 85, miles. Advised me to continue to drive it the way it is, as the repair
worth more than the car. Leak is very minimal, no low oil between changes. Seat coverings are
horrible. Water even stains them, and you can't get the stains out. Dealer told me he has no idea
how to get them out either. You be the judge. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Discussion in '
General ' started by xcel , Apr 8, Log in or Sign up. Ford's 08 Escape Hybrid vs. Automatic
transmission Rear disc brakes Not Available Re: 08 Ford Escape Hybrid vs. I would add that
several states match a percentage of the federal tax credit. I'm a little bummed about the lack of
RSC and hope they will be able to retro-fit when it becomes available. For us the FEH is a clear
winner! MyPart , Jun 21, I think I'll be OK. Last edited: Jun 21, If we were in the market for a new
vehicle today, the FEH would be on our short list. Hopefully in years time we'll be in that
position and hopefully there will be some great new hybrid choices, not least of which would be
an FEH with stability control. WriConsult , Jun 22, Re: Ford's 08 Escape Hybrid vs. The reality
with application of some fundamentally sound hypermiling techniques are quite different and
significantly better. Now a 3 mpg advantage for the Hybrid without traction control begins to
raise serious questions about the wisdom, safety, and economics of the purchase. And why
not? Tribor 08 Mazda Tribute Sport i. Tribor , Dec 14, Tribor, If you are trying to say that the
hybrid's true mileage is only 3mpg better than the non-hybrid, you have conveniently neglected
the similar application of fundamental hypermiling techniques to its own use as well. This is not
a fair comparison in the least. Members here have proven over and over that the FEH is capable
of numbers far higher than a measly 32mpg. Numbers starting with a 4 are readily available with
a bit of effort as you have put into your Mazda. The wizdom and personal economy of a FEH
purchaser would appear to be quite intact when the vehicles are compared on even ground. The
non-hybrid counterparts are good for 15 â€” 20 in the first and 35 â€” 40 in the latter at their
best. Only under very specific circumstances can the non-hybrid be taken to beyond the hybrid
and those circumstances are not readily available to most nor would they bother wasting the
time to take the non-hybrid to that level. Thanks for the rain guys. Or perhaps No wrath here,
just the desire to make fair comparisons. You seem to think that we're on some kind of mission
to pummel folks with normal cars, which couldn't be farther from the truth. Wayne drives an AT
4-cylinder Honda Accord or a 5-speed 2. As for me, I do have a hybrid but I would still be pulling
nice numbers out of my Accord Coupe if I hadn't needed to upgrade to something with four
doors and more cargo room. That was a good car and pulled 40s with some effort. Wayne pulls

pretty much whatever number he wants. It's great that you are happy with the car you
purchased and I hope you get many good years of service out of it, with continued high FE. But
I think we have been quite fair WRT your comparison between hybrid and non-hybrid. Reminds
of the sage advice of a marriage counselor: "Would you rather be right or would you rather be in
a relationship? Everybody's right here and--as far as I know--don't need to have a relationship.
Happy Holidays, Guys. C'mon Tribor, your comparison is apples and giraffes. If you are going to
compare two cars you have to use the same test methods. For any given car you can look at the
''07 EPA numbers, the EPA numbers, the real world driving of a leadfoot, the real world driving
of a typical hypermiler, the results Wayne gets, Car and Driver test results, Consumer Reports
standardized test results, and in many cases European cycle test results, all of which generate
wildly different numbers. As imperfect as the EPA numbers may sometimes be, they are the
only standardized test we have that can be applied across the board to all vehicles sold in the
USA. As for the FEH specifically, it did take a bigger hit with the new protocol than some other
vehicles did, but it is still way more than 3mpg better than the FE non-hybrid. And it's easily
hypermileable, even relative to the ratings. Do a search, educate yourself, and you'll find lots of
people pulling mid 30s and better in the FEH. Good luck doing that in the non-hybrid version.
WriConsult , Dec 14, Tibor, I think you did your own little rain dance when you used the
"questions the wisdom" phrase. For me, break-even came at less than 4 months. With that said:
Don't forget to factor in the less money spent on general maintenance on the hybrid. Fewer oil
changes, less engine wear due to electric mode, less brake pad wear due to regen, and no AT
transmission filter to change if comparing to an AT equipped vehicle , or no clutches to replace
for those with MTs are just the beginning. The LRR tires will last longer. As for the battery pack,
taxi hybrids in San Francisco have gone more than , miles and counting on the stock pack. In
most cases it will hang with the V6 model in acceleration. Now that I have it and know how good
the suspension is, it's become a non-issue. I think people are putting too much importance on
that feature. And as far as traction control, I prefer to use my right foot. It's never failed me. Did I
mention emissions? I'm not sure what the Tribute is rated but I'm positive it's dirtier As for me,
the FEH is a clear winner in this comparison and I'll take my money and run MyPart , Dec 18,
FEH-Ray , Mar 3, There is a method to recover some of it in future years I have read about but it
sounded like a nightmare and only for those with high paid accountants at their beck and call.
AMT is a real kick in the teeth. This is an interesting thread, but it is, I fear, a bit dated. When we
bought our 08 XLT I4 FWD Auto last month, thanks to incentives and a partner program through
my work, I was able to get a heck of a deal, and seeing as how just finding an FEH was nigh
impossible and costly to boot, my analysis turned out quite differently. That is suicide! Of
course, my deal may not be available to everyone, but the given the hybrid premium and the
glut of standard SUVs, the climate has changed the market. As for FE, I have had three fuel fills
so far and have gotten My current tank is sitting at You must log in or sign up to reply here.
Show Ignored Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already
have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Check for travel restrictions. Travel might only be permitted for certain purposes, and touristic
travel in particular may not be allowed. Read more. Groveland, , United States of America â€”
Great location - show map. Yosemite North Gateway is 3 miles away. There is also a kitchen,
equipped with a dishwasher. An oven and microwave are also provided, as well as a coffee
machine. Every unit is equipped with a private bathroom with a hairdryer. We're sorry, but there
was an error submitting your comment. Please try again. Get instant confirmation with FREE
cancellation at most properties on our site! Starting April 6, , your chosen cancellation policy
will apply, regardless of the coronavirus. We recommend booking an option with free
cancellation in case your travel plans change. Thanks for considering a Vacasa home! We
provide full-service management for privately owned vacation homes, and like to think that we
offer our guests the best of both worlds: the unique experience of staying in a one-of-a-kind
vacation home, with the peace of mind that comes from knowing that the home you book for
your special vacation is cared for by professional housekeepers and property managers. Eric
and his early team worked to build Vacasa on the premise that local employees can do what
they love most taking care of guests, homeowners, and properties , while the hands-off tasks of
vacation rental managementâ€”things like marketing, filing taxes, and maintaining a
websiteâ€”could be handled by a specialized central support team. Our passion is connecting
travelers with the unique experience of staying in a vacation home, and we would be honored to
be your host. Please contact us with any questions about this homeâ€”our team is standing by!
WiFi is available in all areas and is free of charge. It looks like something went wrong submitting
this. Try again? You need to let the property know what time you'll be arriving in advance.
Cancellation and prepayment policies vary according to accommodations type. Please enter the
dates of your stay and check what conditions apply to your preferred room. To see correct

prices and occupancy info, add the number and ages of children in your group to your search.
Age restriction. Cards accepted at this property. Quiet hours. Guests are required to show a
photo ID and credit card upon check-in. Please note that all Special Requests are subject to
availability and additional charges may apply. You can use the Special Requests box when
booking, or contact the property directly using the contact details in your confirmation. To see
prices, enter your dates. Check your booking confirmation email to find your booking number
and PIN. Booking not found â€” double-check your booking number and PIN then try again.
Only a customer who booked through Booking. This lets us know our reviews come from real
guests like you. If you stayed at this property through Booking. There was a problem loading
the reviews. Try again. Looking for more info? Send a question to the property to find out more.
You'll receive an email as soon as the property answers your question. Error: Please enter a
valid email address. Error: Oops! An error has occurred. We've sent you an email so you can
confirm your subscription. List your property. We have more than 70 million property reviews,
all from real, verified guests. The only way to leave a review is to first make a booking. That's
how we know our reviews come from real guests who have stayed at the property. When guests
stay at the property, they check out how quiet the room is, how friendly the staff is, and more.
After their trip, guests tell us about their stay. We check for naughty words and verify the
authenticity of all guest reviews before adding them to our site. All vacation homes Vacation
Homes Apartments. California Vacation Homes Hotels. Groveland Vacation Homes Hotels. We
Price Match. Great location! You can play tennis at the property, and the area is popular for
golfing. What would you like to know? Enter your feedback I already have a booking with this
property Submit. Thank you for your time Your feedback will help us improve this feature for all
of our customers Close. Missing some information? Show me more. Most popular amenities 1
swimming pool. Free WiFi. Save the property Saved to 62 lists. Reliable Info. Guests say the
description and photos for this property are accurate. Lock in a great price for your upcoming
stay Get instant confirmation with FREE cancellation at most properties on our site! Availability
We Price Match. Reservations longer than 30 nights are not possible. Enter your dates to check
availability. Your departure date is invalid. Check-in date. Check-out date. Something went
wrong â€” please try again later. Guest reviews 7. See availability. Location Room Clean Family
Breakfast. Read all reviews. Company info Thanks for considering a Vacasa home! Languages
Spoken English. What's nearby. Natural Beauty. Lake Pine Mountain Lake. Closest Airports.
Merced Municipal Airport Macready Field. Actual travel distances may vary. Are you missing
any information about this area? Parking No parking available. Internet Free! Bedroom Linens.
Pets Pets are not allowed. Common Areas Game room. Swimming pool. Miscellaneous Air
conditioning Smoke-free property Heating Non-smoking rooms. What topic s do you want to
know more about? Hairdryer Bathroom features shower, bathtub, etc. Policies Pet policies
Cancellation policies Couples policies are unmarried individuals allowed? Other Enter your
feedback. Thanks for your help! Your opinion helps us figure out what kinds of info we should
ask properties for. Back to property. Missing some info? Child policies Children of all ages are
welcome. There's no capacity for cribs at this property. This property doesn't offer extra beds.
Age restriction The minimum age for check-in is Smoking Smoking is not allowed. Guests will
receive a rental agreement, which must be signed and returned directly to the property prior to
arrival. If the agreement is not received, the guest should contact the property management
company at the number on the booking confirmation. Please note that only registered guests
are allowed at the property. Guests shall abide by the property's policy and shall not engage in
illegal activity. Quiet hours are from to Guests must be 21 years or older to check in without a
parent or official guardian. Guests are liable for any damage to the property that occurs during
their stay. This property does not accommodate bachelor ette or similar parties. Yes, this hotel
has a pool. See details about the pool and other facilities on this page. Write a review. Enter
your booking details Check your booking confirmation email to find your booking number and
PIN. Review invitation not found. You can only leave a review within 28 days after check-out.
Enter your PIN. Enter your booking number. Booking number. Rate your stay. Want to write a
review? Log in OR. Facilities 7. Cleanliness 8. Comfort 7. Value for money 7. Location 8. Low
score for Groveland. All reviewers 10 All reviewers 10 Families 6 Groups of friends 2 Solo
travelers 1 Business travelers 1. We'll refund the difference! Error: Enter a destination to start
searching. No children 1 child 2 children 3 children 4 children 5 children 6 children 7 children 8
children 9 children 10 children. I'm traveling for work. Show on map. Like this one but not totally
sure yet? Show similar properties. Property questions and answers Looking for more info? Ask
a question Thanks! Show more. The Best of Groveland Click here to see more properties near
popular landmarks in Groveland. Landmarks Yosemite North Gateway home and apartment-like
properties by Booking. These represent quality ratings based on factors like facilities, size,
location, and service. Save time, save money! Enter your email address and we'll send you our

best deals Subscribe. Unique places to stay Reviews Unpacked: Travel articles Travel
communities. Car rental Flight finder Restaurant reservations Booking. Extranet login. All rights
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